
Specialty Program 

A variety of offerings for students entering 

3rd- 9th grade 

The Specialty Programs are for older children who are able to handle longer 

classes and more intensive experiences. Students participate in the area of 

endeavor for the entire week(s). There are both full and half-day Specialty 

Program offerings as well as Early Birds and Milk and Cookies before and after 

Program. If a student is signed up for two half-day Specialty Programs, a 

supervised lunchtime from 11:30- 12:00 is provided at no additional charge. 

Fees 

Hogwarts (8:30 am -3:00 pm)

Full Day (8:30 am - 3:00 pm) 

Half-Day (8:30-11:30 am or 12:00-3:00 pm) 

Early Birds (7:30-8:30 am) 

Milk and Cookies (3:00-5:30 pm) 

$355.00 per week + materials

$340.00 per week + materials

$190.00 per week + materials 

$40.00 per week

$75.00 per week 

There is a $25.00 registration fee per camper. 
This will only be charged one time per summer.



Registration 

Once you have completed your online registration, you will receive a 

confirmation via e-mail that your order was received. You will have the option to 

pay for the programs in full, or pay a $50 non-refundable deposit per camp plus 

material fees. If you need to make changes to your program order, see the 

policy on the Stanley British Primary School website. 

The balance of tuition, including Early Birds and Milk and Cookies, is due by 

May 1. If a credit card was used for the deposit, and we have not received an 

alternate form of payment prior to May 1, we will charge the balance to that 

card. 
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Session 1: June 1-5 

Full Day Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 
Babysitting 101 
 Allison Neckers 

Ages 11-15 as required by Red Cross. Babysitting is 
a great way to earn money, and it’s important to be 
prepared for all the adventures you may encounter. 
During this Program, you will receive the 12- hour 
Red Cross babysitter certification course. In addition 
to having honed babysitting skills, you will graduate 
Pediatric CPR, First Aid and AED certified. You will 
also receive water safety training so you can take 
your babysitting clients to the pool. Then we will 
create your babysitting portfolio! Your “babysitter’s 
bag of tricks" will include numerous activities to 
entertain kids, you will role play various babysitting 
scenarios and create a resume, flyer and business 
cards. Don’t miss a great opportunity to prepare for 
a summer of babysitting.  Material Fee - $75

Extreme Fun 
Donna Meallet & Sig Hartman 

Calling all extreme campers! It's that time 
again to come out for another fun-filled four 
weeks of non-stop action with Extreme Fun. 
Excitement will be lurking around every corner: 
Elitch Gardens, Extreme Challenge, Jump 
Street, Laser Quest, Apex, Alpine Slide, and 
much, much more! School is out and now it's 
time to play! *The activities listed are examples 
of the places we will be going to over the four 
weeks.  Each week will be different and will not 
include all of the activities listed above. Some 
of our more favorite activities may be repeated. 
You will be given a weekly agenda at the start 
of each week. Material Fee - $60

Engineering Design Challenge
Lauren Kmetz

Each day we will have different engineering
challenges to solve using the design process
along the way. We'll design catapults, 
structures and towers, and many other things 
to learn how to engineers think and create. 
We will use the pool as well.
Material Fee - $50

Jewelry Camp 
Molly Knutson

Jewelry Camp is a camp where you can put 
your creativity to use, and learn a variety of 
jewelry making skills. From friendship bracelets 
to necklaces and earnings, we will do it all! 
Come join us and get fancy! 
Material Fee - $30

Laser Tag 
Jon Gottesfeld 

We will use a variety of indoor and outdoor 
venues at Stanley to create the ultimate laser 
tag experience. Campers will split into teams 
and play a variety of capture the flag type 
games using actual laser tag equipment. Please 
bring a swim suit to cool off after heated rounds 
of laser tag.  
Material Fee - $15 

Lego Building Adventure
Lilly Miller

Do you love to build with legos and have fun? 
Come join us as we use legos to explore the 
worlds of engineering and STEAM in a friendly, 
team based way. We’ll build with legos, make 
lego art projects, try structured lego building as 
well as free building and more. You can even 
bring some of your most favorite lego creations 
from home!
Material Fee - $20

Cartooning Camp
Molly Knutson

In this summer camp, you will learn how to draw 
all sorts of cartoons! From people and animals, to 
inanimate objects like talking cupcakes we will 
learn it all!   (Expect to swim two of the days)
Material Fee - $20

Nerf Fun 
Jon Gottesfeld 

It’s on! This camp will be all about the joy and 
safety of playing exhilarating games (dodge ball, 
capture the flag, elimination, and more) with Nerf 
guns. Come and join the fun.  
Material Fee - $15

Color Wars Camp
Lilly Miller

Do you love field day games like capture the 
flag, obstacle courses and more? Do you enjoy 
swimming? Then do we have the camp for you! 
We will have good ole’ fashioned summer camp 
fun as we play games and do crafts. 
Material Fee - $10
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Tiny House Camp
Valentina Reiling

Calling all budding architects, interior designers and 
all-around creative builders. In Tiny House Camp, 
each camper will receive a dollhouse to turn into 
their dream house, a superhero lair, a fairy castle, a 
haunted mansion . . . the possibilities are endless! 
Throughout the week, we will create plans and 
design our houses from top to bottom: paint, 
wallpaper, flooring, furniture and accessories. We will 
even create the people or creatures who live inside 
the house. At the end of the week, campers will have 
a one-of-a-kind tiny house to take home and 
continue their play.
Material Fee - $50

Hogwarts
Jane Hile

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the moment 
you receive your letter of acceptance. Visit 
Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can shop for 
supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the Great Hall for a 
sorting ceremony and the fun really begins. Classes 
will include; Potions, Herbology, Arithmancy, 
Astronomy, History of Magic, Divination, Care of 
Magical Creatures, and of course, Quidditch. We 
will repeat some favorite activities from past years 
as well as encounter new magical adventures. Four 
prefect spots will be available each session for 
returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. Let the 
magic begin! Instructors; Professor McGonagall 
(Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the seven
sessions offered.
Material Fee - $60

Good times and Skateboarding 
Jairo Barsallo

Calling on riders of all levels! Grab your skateboard 
and join us for a fun-filled action-packed week of 
skateboarding.  Whether you are new to the sport or 
are on your way to this summer's X-Games, you will 
enjoy yourself as we make our way to five of the 
Denver area's most exciting skate parks. We will 
work on new tricks, master old ones, and learn about 
skate park etiquette in a safe and supportive 
environment.  We will also use video analysis and 
photography to improve our skills.  (Skateboards, 
helmets and wristguards required at all times). 
Material Fee - $30
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Session 2: June 8-12 

Full Day Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 
Building Camp
Lauren Kmetz

Do you love building? In this camp we will build 
towers, castles, cars, houses, and everything in 
between! We'll use a variety of materials 
including Legos, cardboard, blocks and more. 
We will take a break from all the construction 
and head to the pool to cool off a few times 
during the week. 
Material Fee - $25

Minecrafting 
Andrea Lauder 

Are your parents tired of hearing you talk about 
Minecraft? Do you wish you were surrounded 
by other people who love Minecraft as much as 
you do? Join other Minecraft enthusiasts as you 
play Minecraft all morning long. Discuss 
Minecraft. Wear your Minecraft t-shirts and be 
extra cool. Minecraft! 
Material Fee - $10 

Dodgeball 
Jon Gottesfeld 

Who knows how many different versions of 
Dodgeball there are? Want to find out? Come join 
us for an afternoon of fun, in the cool of the gym, 
playing your favorite PE game. The more 
students we have, the more fun you are going to 
have. Tell your friends to join us and let the battle 
begin!  
Material Fee - $15

Born to Run
Lilly Miller

Calling all campers with an interest in running 
and fun. Whether you are an experienced 
runner or new to the sport, join us for a fun filled 
week of exploring Lowry on foot. We will learn 
about healthy running nutrition (making post 
work out snacks), have cool down swims in the 
Lowry Pool, and build our running community!
Material Fee - $15  

Extreme Fun 
Donna Meallet & Sig Hartman 

Calling all extreme campers! It's that time again 
to come out for another fun-filled four weeks of 
non-stop action with Extreme Fun. Excitement 
will be lurking around every corner: Elitch 
Gardens, Extreme Challenge, Jump Street, Laser 
Quest, Apex, Alpine Slide, and much, much 
more! School is out and now it's time to play! 
*The activities listed are examples of the places
we will be going to over the four weeks.  Each
week will be different and will not include all of
the activities listed above. Some of our more
favorite activities may be repeated. You will be
given a weekly agenda at the start of each week.
Material Fee - $60

Pools, Parks & Books
Molly Knutson

In this camp, we will explore Denver's best 
places to read your favorite summer books! 
From public pools, to parks, stadiums to 
libraries, we will be there! So grab your favorite 
book, put on your city exploration shoes and 
lets get reading! 
Material Fee - $40

Stanley Sleepover Fun
Kathy Muller

Do you like all the fun activities that happen at a 
sleepover? We will play games, make friendship 
bracelets, work on art projects, tie dye clothes, do 
makeovers, play truth or dare and end the week 
with popcorn, ice cream and a movie. Enjoy a fun 
sleepover during the day at this specialty camp! 
Material Fee - $25

Comic Creation Camp
Andrea Lauder

If you’ve ever dreamt of writing your own comic 
this camp is for you! We will be drawing and 
creating characters while bringing them to life 
with fun story lines. In addition to drawing your 
owns comic strips you will have the opportunity 
to use comic artist technical tools. Dressing up 
as your favorite super hero/comic character is 
optional but encouraged! Swimming at the 
Stanley pool will be included. 
Material Fee - $25

Board Games Galore
Chris Brudsyznki

Do you have a strategic mind and love using it to 
outwit your opponents? Comes play all the best 
strategic board games and learn new ones! 
Whether you're a pro settler or looking to learn 
some new games, this camp is for you. We'll 
play Settlers of Catan, Ticket to Ride and more. 
We'll also discuss our strategies and share 
ideas! 
Material Fee - $0
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American Girl Doll 
Teacher: Aya Schickel

Are Kaya, Kirsten, Felicity, Samantha, Kit, Saige, 
Ivy, Rebecca and Molly common names in your 
household?  Do you love everything American Girl?  
Well, bring your American Girl doll to this camp 
where you will be with others who share your love 
for these wonderful dolls!  We will be handcrafting 
items for your American Girls, reading about 
American Girl Dolls, watching an American Girl Doll 
Movie and at the end of the week we will even have 
a tea party with our American Girl Dolls! * No doll 
required to participate.  We will have extra dolls to 
use during the week so come join us either way!*   
Material Fee - $50

Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the moment 
you receive your letter of acceptance. Visit 
Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can shop for 
supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the Great Hall for a 
sorting ceremony and the fun really begins. Classes 
will include; Potions, Herbology, Arithmancy, 
Astronomy, History of Magic, Divination, Care of 
Magical Creatures, and of course, Quidditch. We 
will repeat some favorite activities from past years 
as well as encounter new magical adventures. Four 
prefect spots will be available each session for 
returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. Let the 
magic begin! Instructors; Professor McGonagall 
(Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the seven
sessions offered.
Material Fee - $60

Rube Goldberg
Julie Kessler

Programmers will explore the wild and wacky 
world of Rube Goldberg through cartooning, 
dioramas, simple machines, and, of course, 
building actual Rube Goldberg machines! Our 
inventors may need some time to blow off 
steam running around outside or in the 
swimming pool, but will also have plenty of time 
to tinker and build the craziest inventions 
imaginable and accomplish any mundane task 
available!  Material Fee - $50 
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Session 3: June 15-19 

Full Day Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 

Extreme Fun 
Donna Meallet & Sig Hartman 

Calling all extreme campers! It's that time 
again to come out for another fun-filled four 
weeks of non-stop action with Extreme Fun. 
Excitement will be lurking around every corner: 
Elitch Gardens, Extreme Challenge, Jump 
Street, Laser Quest, Apex, Alpine Slide, and 
much, much more! School is out and now it's 
time to play! *The activities listed are examples 
of the places we will be going to over the four 
weeks.  Each week will be different and will not 
include all of the activities listed above. Some 
of our more favorite activities may be repeated. 
You will be given a weekly agenda at the start 
of each week. 
Material Fee - $60 

Babysitting 101 
 Allison Neckers 

Ages 11-15 as required by Red Cross. 
Babysitting is a great way to earn money, and it’s 
important to be prepared for all the adventures 
you may encounter. During this Program, you will 
receive the 12- hour Red Cross babysitter 
certification course. In addition to having honed 
babysitting skills, you will graduate Pediatric 
CPR, First Aid and AED certified. You will also 
receive water safety training so you can take your 
babysitting clients to the pool. Then we will 
create your babysitting portfolio! Your 
“babysitter’s bag of tricks" will include numerous 
activities to entertain kids, you will role play 
various babysitting scenarios and create a 
resume, flyer and business cards. Don’t miss a 
great opportunity to prepare for a summer of 
babysitting.
 Material Fee - $75

Girls Just Want to Have Fun
Emma Goldner-de Beer & Allegra Uva

Are you a strong, curious, and creative girl? 
Join us for Girls Just Want to Have Fun! Our 
morning at camp is focused on: crafting, STEM, 
cooking, outdoors/nature, leadership, being 
active, and building community with each 
other. Each afternoon we will kick back at the 
pool for some sun, swimming, relaxation, and 
time together. We believe in empowering girls 
to learn, grow, have fun, and discover their 
passions!
Material Fee - $40

Bloxels: Create Your Own Video Game
Julie Kessler

Bloxels – Build an entire video game from 
scratch! In Bloxels, we use the Bloxels 
Gameboard and our creative imaginations to 
create and customize our very own video games. 
Once you create your masterpiece, you can share 
it with the world for others to play too! 
Material Fee - $10 

Laser Tag 
Jon Gottesfeld 

We will use a variety of indoor and outdoor 
venues at Stanley to create the ultimate laser tag 
experience. Campers will split into teams and 
play a variety of capture the flag type games 
using actual laser tag equipment. Please bring a 
swim suit to cool off after heated rounds of laser 
tag.  
Material Fee - $15 

Cartooning Camp
Molly Knutson

In this summer camp, you will learn how to draw 
all sorts of cartoons! From people and animals, to 
inanimate objects like talking cupcakes we will 
learn it all!   
Material Fee - $20

Top Chef
Kathy Muller

Do you like to cook? Do you want to hone your 
skills in the kitchen? Do you like competitions? 
Join this camp and prepare delicious and fun 
food in a competitive environment that reflects 
the actual Top Chef show. We will have quick fire 
challenges and cooking competitions that cover a 
variety of meals. 
Material Fee - $25

Nerf Fun 
Jon Gottesfeld  

It’s on! This camp will be all about the joy and 
safety of playing exhilarating games (dodge ball, 
capture the flag, elimination, and more) with 
Nerf guns. Come and join the fun.  
Material Fee - $15

MindDance Coding: Video Game Design with Scratch 
MindDance Staff

Kids learn to code by creating their own video games. 
Each camper works with a school laptop and with 
Scratch, an MIT-developed computer programming 
language for young people. Participants begin by 
creating classic games like Pong, Pac-Man, and Brick 
Breaker. Then they invent new games of their own. Three 
MindDance teachers provide inspiration and support as 
kids create and share their work. Participants experience 
a warm and social learning community that is hands-on, 
challenging, and fun. The Scratch programming 
language is free and web-based, allowing campers to 
work on their projects from home, long after camp is 
over, and to publish their work to the Scratch website. 
MindDance is in its 7th year of offering summer camps 
at Stanley. The camp is great for beginning and 
experienced coders, and many sign up for multiple 
MindDance camps. The 3-minute Scratch video at 
MindDance.com/v1 and the 3-minute Code.org video at 
MindDance.com/v2 show the joy and value of learning to 
code. Material Fee -$0
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Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the 
moment you receive your letter of acceptance. 
Visit Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can 
shop for supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the 
Great Hall for a sorting ceremony and the fun 
really begins. Classes will include; Potions, 
Herbology, Arithmancy, Astronomy, History of 
Magic, Divination, Care of Magical Creatures, 
and of course, Quidditch. We will repeat some 
favorite activities from past years as well as 
encounter new magical adventures. Four 
prefect spots will be available each session for 
returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. Let 
the magic begin! Instructors; Professor 
McGonagall (Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the
seven sessions offered.
Material Fee - $60

Young Creators
Kelsey McGuckin

Young Creators is an innovative and extremely 
fun summer camp that will expose participants 
to a variety of mediums, from clay sculptures to 
paper making to painting and more. After a fun 
filled day creating we will then cool off by the 
pool.
Material Fee - $25

So You Think You Can Dance
Angie Martyn

Dance Camp is a super fun week of dance, 
dance, and more dance. We will learn and 
explore at least 4-5 styles of dance during the 
week. Students will also have the opportunity to 
create their own choreography and dances. We 
will perform for each other and host a 
showcase of our dances at the end of the week! 
Material Fee - $15
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Session 4: June 22-26

Full Day Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 

Extreme Fun 
Donna Meallet & Sig Hartman 

Calling all extreme campers! It's that time again 
to come out for another fun-filled four weeks of 
non-stop action with Extreme Fun. Excitement 
will be lurking around every corner: Elitch 
Gardens, Extreme Challenge, Jump Street, 
Laser Quest, Apex, Alpine Slide, and much, 
much more! School is out and now it's time to 
play! *The activities listed are examples of the 
places we will be going to over the four weeks.  
Each week will be different and will not include 
all of the activities listed above. Some of our 
more favorite activities may be repeated. You 
will be given a weekly agenda at the start of 
each week. 
Material Fee - $60 

Caines Arcade
Allegra Uva

Get inspired and create! Use “Caines Arcade” as 
inspiration, then work to build something 
awesome out of cardboard, recycled materials 
and imagination. Take on this amazing inventors 
challenge.  If you have an active imagination and 
love to create, come spend a week of your 
summer building elaborate arcade games. We 
will use all recycled material’s to build and 
create amazing games.  Any child with an active 
imagination and a passion to create will love this 
camp! Come create cardboard creations 
including pinball machines, bubble gum 
machines, ski ball machines and anything else 
you can imagine . We will also have pool access 
in the afternoon  to cool down and play. 
Material Fee - $50

Spa Get-Away!
Lauren Beatty

We will be learning skills in so many areas – 
hair, makeup, nails, and massages! Your 
camper will even learn some spa-party hostess 
skills! Ooh-la-la! Campers will not only get to 
experience all of the spa-tivities but also take 
some products home! 
Material Fee - $50

Cooking Around the World
Kelsey McGuckin

Do you enjoy food and cooking? Come along for 
a culinary experience that will take you around 
the world. We will be creating delicious meals, 
while learning important cooking techniques. We 
will start each day by being inspired by some 
specific countries delicacies, and then set out to 
recreate our very own culinary masterpieces. 
Learn how to cook and prepare delicious food in 
a fun setting. 
Material Fee - $25

Computer Camp
Lauren Kmetz

Do you love computers? Whether you feel like an 
expert or are newbie, this camp is for you! We 
will explore how to use some common computer 
functions such as Google Docs, PowerPoint and 
how to safely search the web. We will also have 
some free choice to learn more about computers 
in a way you choose. We will take a break from 
computing to go swimming a few times during 
the week. 
Material Fee - $25

Pet Sitting
Andrea Lauder

Do you love pets? Ever wondered how to make 
dog treats or what a turtle needs to stay 
healthy? Come learn how to care for pets, and 
play with some, too! We'll walk dogs, bake treats 
and visit a shelter! 
Material Fee - $15 

Fairy Houses and Unicorn Potions
Anne Schreiber

Spend a magical week in the world of fairies and 
unicorns. Build whimsical woodland homes for our 
tiny friends.  Make and bottle unicorn potions that 
you take home along with the recipes.  Learn 
stories and lore about these creatures we love.  In 
addition to this creative summer fun, we will take 
breaks to stay refreshed by splashing and 
swimming in the pool.
Material Fee - $25

Ukulele Camp
Laura Becker 

Make your own ukulele! We will decorate and 
assemble a real wooden ukuleles, complete with 
attaching the head, fret board, tuners, strings 
and all other parts. After decorating and 
assembling, we will learn how to play some basic 
chords to familiar songs. No building or musical 
experience necessary. 
Material Fee - $20

Edible Science
Kelly Morin

Would you like to grow rock candy, learn the 
moon phases through Oreos or learn how butter 
is made? Join us for an afternoon of fun, weird, 
and delicious science!  We’ll also spend some 
time at the pool so bring your swimsuit! 
Screen reader support enabled.
 Material Fee - $20
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Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at 
Hogwarts? Now is your chance! The magic 
begins the moment you receive your letter of 
acceptance. Visit Hogsmeade and Gringotts 
so you can shop for supplies. Finally, you'll 
arrive at the Great Hall for a sorting ceremony 
and the fun really begins. Classes will include; 
Potions, Herbology, Arithmancy, Astronomy, 
History of Magic, Divination, Care of Magical 
Creatures, and of course, Quidditch. We will 
repeat some favorite activities from past years 
as well as encounter new magical adventures. 
Four prefect spots will be available each 
session for returning campers entering 7th 
-9th grades. Let the magic begin! Instructors;
Professor McGonagall (Jane Hile), Madame
Hooch
(LeAnne Dudley).
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the
seven sessions offered.
Material Fee - $60

So You Think You Can Dance
Angie Martyn

Dance Camp is a super fun week of dance, 
dance, and more dance. We will learn and 
explore at least 4-5 styles of dance during the 
week. Students will also have the opportunity to 
create their own choreography and dances. We 
will perform for each other and host a showcase 
of our dances at the end of the week!  
Material Fee - $15
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Project Runway
Paige Rigot & Amy Powell

Do you love designing? Do you love fashion? 
Have you dreamed of designing your own 
clothing line? If you love to create and design 
then this camp is for you! Will include 
shopping for materials and unconventional 
challenges! Swimming in the afternoon. 
Material Fee - $50



Session 5: July 6-10
Full Day Specialty 

Program 
8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 

Camp Chaos  
Donna Meallet 

Throw some chaos into your summer! The only 
theme to this camp is FUN! Some of the rockin’ 
things we are planning include exploring the 
hidden bike paths of Denver, tie dye, Paper 
Mache sculptures, laser tag, heading out to the 
Apex Fun center, a bicycle rodeo, and what4ver 
else we can dream up! Take your summer fun to 
the next level. See you at Camp Chaos!
 Material Fee - $50 

Nerf Fun 
Jon Gottesfeld  
It’s on! This camp will be all about the joy and 
safety of playing exhilarating games (dodge ball, 
capture the flag, elimination, and more) with 
Nerf guns. Come and join the fun.  
Material Fee - $15

Extreme Hamilton
Angie Martyn & Jill Teas

Are you a true fan of the musical Hamilton? We 
can't wait to explore songs and dances from this 
smash hit Broadway musical! We will spend this 
week singing, rapping and dancing with a mini 
presentation at the end of the week, where our 
favorite showstoppers will be performed! There 
will be opportunities for both group and solo 
work and lots of fun all around.  
Material Fee - $15 

Canvas and Le Croix 2.0
Aya Schickel

Each day we will PAINT a masterpiece on canvas 
while we sip La Croix, everyone's favorite 
summertime refresher! One day we will paint a 
portrait, the next a landscape, the next an abstract 
and so on.... We will explore a variety of artistic 
methods, learn about famous artists and have Art 
Choice each day: drawing, chalk art, collage, junk 
sculpture, etc.  Come find your inner artist! Each 
afternoon, we will enjoy some time cooling off in the 
pool. At the end of the week, we will have an Art 
Show to display our creations. If you joined us last 
year, we would LOVE to have you again. Our Canvas 
and Le Croix 2.0 will have all NEW projects!! 
Material Fee - $50

MindDance Coding: Creating with Computers 
MindDance Staff  

Kids experience the fun of combining coding and 
engineering. Each participant works with a school 
laptop and with Scratch, an MIT developed 
coding language for young people. Campers use 
Scratch to create their own video games, musical 
devices, and interactive art. To connect Scratch 
with the physical world, campers work with the 
MicroBit from the Educational Foundation. Using 
this tool and other supplies provided by the 
MindDance team, the campers can build their 
own controllers that will integrate with Scratch 
and their created projects. MindDance teachers 
provide inspiration and support as kids create 
and share their work. Participants experience a 
warm and social learning community that is 
hands-on, challenging, and fun. MindDance is in 
its 8th year of offering summer camps at Stanley. 
The camp is great for beginning and experienced 
coders, and many sign up for multiple MindDance 
camps. Questions? Email info@MindDance.com. 
Material Fee - $0

Great British Bake Off
Ted McLean

Delve across the pond on a quest to be 
Stanley's best baker! Each day we will replicate  
some of the recipes from the popular show The 
Great British Bake Off. Campers will  make 
British cakes, breads, pastries and desserts of 
all kinds this week. We will cool off from the 
kitchen with optional pool time and water 
games.  It shall be a Royal Treat!
Material Fee - $25

Nutty Professor
Allegra Uva

For kids who love to make potions, concoctions and 
other marvelous mixtures, build gizmos, and test 
their creative ideas through science experiments. 
We will learn all about different kinds of science 
through hands on activities. Beyond cool 
experiments that takes the coolest science 
experiences to a new level.  Many project will be 
chosen like fizz pop paints, homemade sidewalk 
chalk, and bubble potions. Come ready to, learn,  
and engage in fun STEM activities for all ages. We 
will preform colorful exciting experiments to 
challenge inquisitive minds to wonder, discover and 
explore. 
Material Fee - $25

MindDance Coding: Video Game Design with 
Scratch
MindDance Staff

Kids learn to code by creating their own video games. 
Each camper works with a school laptop and with 
Scratch, an MIT-developed computer programming 
language for young people. Participants begin by 
creating classic games like Pong, Pac-Man, and Brick 
Breaker. Then they invent new games of their own. 
Three MindDance teachers provide inspiration and 
support as kids create and share their work. 
Participants experience a warm and social learning 
community that is hands-on, challenging, and fun. The 
Scratch programming language is free and web-
based, allowing campers to work on their projects 
from home, long after camp is over, and to publish 
their work to the Scratch website. MindDance is in its 
7th year of offering summer camps at Stanley. The 
camp is great for beginning and experienced coders, 
and many sign up for multiple MindDance camps. The 
3-minute Scratch video at MindDance.com/v1 and the
3-minute Code.org video at
MindDance.com/v2 show the joy and value of learning
to code.
Material Fee - $0

Sports Camp
Allegra Uva

Where kids can take the game to the next level and 
embrace they're freedom. It’s a great way to make 
new friends and learn the art of sportsmanship. This 
camp is perfect for a child who enjoys a verity of 
sports and recreational games. Campers will be 
taught skills to play in a verity of sports like soccer, 
capture the flag, flag football, kickball and much 
more. We will also cool off in the pool in the 
afternoon. Students will walk away with knowledge 
of new sports and team work. Come play!
Material Fee - $10
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Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the 
moment you receive your letter of acceptance. 
Visit Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can 
shop for supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the 
Great Hall for a sorting ceremony and the fun 
really begins. Classes will include; Potions, 
Herbology, Arithmancy, Astronomy, History of 
Magic, Divination, Care of Magical Creatures, 
and of course, Quidditch. We will repeat some 
favorite activities from past years as well as 
encounter new magical adventures. Four 
prefect spots will be available each session for 
returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. Let 
the magic begin! Instructors; Professor 
McGonagall (Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the
seven sessions offered.
Material Fee - $60

Young Creators
Kelsey McGuckin

Young Creators is an innovative and extremely 
fun summer camp that will expose participants 
to a variety of mediums, from clay sculptures to 
paper making to painting and more. After a fun 
filled day creating we will then cool off by the 
pool.
Material Fee - $25

Seaside Fun 
Mike Wasylenky 

Don't you wish you could spend your summer 
by the sea frolicking in the waves or walking the 
pier enjoying the many sweet treats? Here is 
your opportunity! In this full day adventure, 
campers will have the opportunity to spend time 
at many of Denver's premier water features, 
including the Boulder reservoir and Pirates 
Cove. We will also spend time at arcades, like 
Nickel-a-Play. This camp combines the best of 
both worlds: sweet treats and a wet and wild 
setting!  
Material Fee - $50
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Session 6: July 13-17

Full Day Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 

Rocky Mountain Adventure
Donna Meallet

Wouldn't you love an opportunity to explore all that 
the mountains have to offer?  This week will be 
dedicated to getting into the Rockies and enjoying 
the great outdoors.  We will participate in a variety 
of activities that could include glacier sledding, hot 
springs, an adventure park, and more!  Don't miss 
out on this rare opportunity to spend a week in the 
mountains that you call home! 
Material Fee - $50 

Write Around Denver
Amy Wasserman

Come join our fun as we Write Around Denver. 
Keeping a writer's notebook and using our 
imaginations we will write stories, poetry,  graphic 
novels, or even songs as we explore the city in 
search of inspiration. Past adventures have 
included a trip to the DIA, the cemetery, Union 
Station, The Brown Palace, and of course we will 
wind down the hot afternoons with a swim in the 
pool or an ice cream cone.
Material Fee - $50

Art Attack
Kristin Callahan

Archery 
Ted McLean

Calling all Robin Hoods and wilderness/sports lovers. 
Come discover and develop your archery skills. We 
will be shooting arrows with simple and compound 
bows. Cool down with games and pool time after 
target practice. 
Material Fee - $25

YouTube Challenges and Funny Stuff
Andrea Lauder

Have you ever wished you could be in a ridiculously 
funny or wild challenge on YouTube? This is the 
camp for you! You will be asked to do silly 
challenges, pranks and funny things such as the 
Bean Boozled challenge, Chubby Bunny, Eat It or 
Wear It and other extremely fun challenges. Material 
Fee - $25

The Stanley Band Experience
Will Timbers

Be a part of the greatest musical fusion this world 
has ever seen... Learn how to shred a new 
instrument, become a virtuoso on an old one, and 
rehearse a Red Rocks-worthy performance with all 
of your friends. Any and all instruments are 
welcome, especially drums, piano, guitar, ukulele, 
and bass. We’ll cover a range of genres, including 
pop, hip hop, classic rock, punk, electronic, and 
more - it all depends on how the music speaks to 
the band. We will have a limited set of ukuleles and 
guitars, as well as a drum set, for everyone to 
share. Bringing your own instrument is highly 
recommended! To cool down from all of the hard 
rocking, we’ll go swimming in the afternoon on two 
of the days.
Material Fee - $5
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Come play, explore and create in this summers 
Art Attack! Make your favorite real or imagined 3-
D paper mâché animal. Explore painting in the 
style of Alma Woodsley Thomas. Create a woven 
water color masterpiece. Play with a large scale 
splat painting technique. Find fun ways to 
explore art with Stanley teacher Kristin Callahan.

Material Fee - $25

Nailed it
Andrea Lauder

In this amazing camp beginning bakers and 
chefs will come together to try their hand at re-
creating edible masterpieces. If you like to cook 
and bake this camp will challenge your creative 
nature as you work in groups to make a 
beautiful edible creations. Swimming at the 
Stanley pool is included during baking times. 
Material Fee - $25

French Cuisine
Alain Veratti

Bonjour! Come spend a week in France with us! 
Each day we will learn about a different element 
of French cooking. Come learn how to make 
appetizers, classic French meals, desserts and 
so much more! 
Material Fee - $10



Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the 
moment you receive your letter of acceptance. 
Visit Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can 
shop for supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the 
Great Hall for a sorting ceremony and the fun 
really begins. Classes will include; Potions, 
Herbology, Arithmancy, Astronomy, History of 
Magic, Divination, Care of Magical Creatures, 
and of course, Quidditch. We will repeat some 
favorite activities from past years as well as 
encounter new magical adventures. Four 
prefect spots will be available each session for 
returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. Let 
the magic begin! Instructors; Professor 
McGonagall (Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.

Campers may only sign up for ONE of the
seven sessions offered. Material Fee - $60

Spa Get-Away!
Lauren Beatty

We will be learning skills in so many areas – hair, 
makeup, nails, and massages! Your camper will 
even learn some spa-party hostess skills! Ooh-la-
la! Campers will not only get to experience all of 
the spa-tivities but also take some products 
home! 
Material Fee - $50

Seaside Fun 
Mike Wasylenky 

Don't you wish you could spend your summer by 
the sea frolicking in the waves or walking the pier 
enjoying the many sweet treats? Here is your 
opportunity! In this full day adventure, campers 
will have the opportunity to spend time at many of 
Denver's premier water features, including the 
Boulder reservoir and Pirates Cove. We will also 
spend time at arcades, like Nickel-a-Play. This 
camp combines the best of both worlds: sweet 
treats and a wet and wild setting!  
Material Fee - $50
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Session 7 : July 20-24
Full Day Specialty 

Program 
8:30am – 3:00pm 

Morning Specialty 
Program 

8:30am – 11:30am 

Afternoon Specialty 
Program 

12:00pm – 3:00pm 
Everywhere Your Parents Wont Take You 
Donna Meallet

Attention parents! Not keen on sweating it 
out at an amusement park? Don’t have time 
to sit through a summer blockbuster 
movie? Not fond of the loud noises in 
arcades? Take a well-deserved break and 
have your camper join a week of kid fun. 
We will venture out to kid (but not parent) 
friendly establishments including Elitch 
Gardens, Casa Bonita, Harkins Theater, 
Boondocks, Fat Cats, Pirates Cove, the 
Butterfly Museum and more. 
Material Fee - $50 

Tiny Town
Katie Boston

Do you enjoy miniature things? Would you like to 
build your own miniature ice cream shop, house, 
movie theater, playground or grocery store? The 
possibilities are endless. Come join us and help 
us build our own miniature town. At the end of the 
week you will be able to take your miniature 
creations home! We will have lunch and swim 
every day.
Material Fee - $40

Farm to Table
Andy Haith

Ever wondered where your food comes from? Or 
where it's grown? Come learn how to live 
(and eat!) more sustainably by meeting local 
farmers, learning about the inner workings of farms 
and the food we eat, and preparing a healthy farm 
fresh meal.  We’ll visit urban farmers around 
Denver, as well as farmer’s markets around the city 
to talk to and learn from the people who grow our 
food. We'll also create and plant an herb garden 
for our homes! We will dive into the benefits of 
understanding where our food comes from, while 
creating fun, fresh, and tasty dishes!  
Material Fee - $30

Hogwarts 
Jane Hile 

Ever wish you could be a student at Hogwarts? 
Now is your chance! The magic begins the 
moment you receive your letter of acceptance. 
Visit Hogsmeade and Gringotts so you can shop 
for supplies. Finally, you'll arrive at the Great 
Hall for a sorting ceremony and the fun really 
begins. Classes will include; Potions, Herbology, 
Arithmancy, Astronomy, History of Magic, 
Divination, Care of Magical Creatures, and of 
course, Quidditch. We will repeat some favorite 
activities from past years as well as encounter 
new magical adventures.

Magical Terrarium
Lauren Beatty

We’ll be using an assortment of lush, easy growing 
tropical plants and mystical figurines to create unique 
and exciting arrangements all contained within a glass 
container. We will be creating every from fantastical 
fairy gardens to dark and dangerous dinosaur 
dwellings! You’ll be provided with all the essential 
know how and equipment including; soil, glassware, 
hand-selected tropical plants, a menagerie of mystical 
creatures, moss, stones, structures, and tools to help 
you create your very own terrarium! While we create, 
treats and drinks will be provided for campers so 
please let us know of any dietary restrictions ahead of 
time.
Material Fee - $25

World Desserts
Ted McLean

Does your camper love to cook and bake? No need to 
pack a dessert this week as we will be cooking up 
some delicious treats from around the world. Campers 
will be making sopapillas, tiramisu, baklava - just to 
name a few! We will cool down from the kitchen with 
optional end of the day swimming and water games. 
Material Fee - $25

Triathlon Fun
Lilly Miller

The Stanley Band Experience
Will Timbers

Be a part of the greatest musical fusion this world has 
ever seen... Learn how to shred a new instrument, 
become a virtuoso on an old one, and rehearse a Red 
Rocks-worthy performance with all of your friends. Any 
and all instruments are welcome, especially drums, 
piano, guitar, ukulele, and bass. We’ll cover a range of 
genres, including pop, hip hop, classic rock, punk, 
electronic, and more - it all depends on how the music 
speaks to the band. We will have a limited set of ukuleles 
and guitars, as well as a drum set, for everyone to share. 
Bringing your own instrument is highly recommended! To 
cool down from all of the hard rocking, we’ll go swimming 
in the afternoon on two of the days.
Material Fee - $5
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Italian Cuisine
Alain Veratti

Ciao! Come spend a week in Italy with us! Each day 
we will learn about a different element of Italian 
cooking. Come learn how to make pasta, pizza, 
gelato, and so much more! 
Material Fee - $10

In this camp, we will train like triathletes! Each day we’ll 
spend time biking, running and swimming. We’ll have fun 
while also learning healthy exercise habits. Some 
activities include bike obstacle   courses, interval training, 
capture the flag, pool races and more! And obviously 
we’ll make delicious and nutritious pre and post workout 
snacks! Come one come all to a non stop fun triathlon 
camp! $15 material fee.



Four prefect spots will be available each session 
for returning campers entering 7th -9th grades. 
Let the magic begin! Instructors; Professor 
McGonagall (Jane Hile), Madame Hooch 
(LeAnne Dudley). 
*All seven sessions of Hogwarts are the same.
Campers may only sign up for ONE of the seven
sessions offered. Material Fee - $60
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